FROM SWD PUMP

G.L.

FROM SWD PUMP

ELECTRONICALLY TIED TO FIELD SHUT-DOWN SYSTEM

11" HOLE

8 5/8" SURFACE CASING @ 1,200' CEMENTED TO SURFACE

5 7/8" HOLE

INJECTION PERFS @ ± 3,140' - 60'

2 7/8" 6.5# L80 CSCB INTERNALLY COATED

PACKER @ ± 3,050'

5 5/8" CASING @ 3,500' CEMENTED UP TO 600'

D-O-R LEASE SERVICE, INC.
1023 Harding St., 70503
P.O. Box 51707
Lafayette, LA 70505

PROPOSED DISPOSAL WELL
GUIDRY / CAMPBELL PROPERTY
ANSE LA BUTTE FIELD
St. Martin Parish, Louisiana

Attachment Q-2